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How to Qualify Measurement Processes

A measurement result always incurs an uncertainty of measurement. However, how do you calculate 
this uncertainty? And which uncertainty is acceptable for which measuring task?
Due to various influences, it is quite unlikely that the value displayed in a measurement is absolutely 
correct. In order to find the range in which the true value is expected, you calculate the extended 
measurement uncertainty. The measurement result is always the measured value plus or minus the 
extended measurement uncertainty.
 
How do you calculate the extended measurement uncertainty and is the calculated uncertainty 
acceptable for the respective measuring task? During the last decades, several standards, association 
and company guidelines were created whose main purpose was to provide answers to these two 
questions. They refer to terms like measurement process qualification, gage capability, measurement 
system analysis, capability of measurement processes or calculation of extended measurement 
uncertainty. Why are there so many different procedures and not just a single method to cover this 
topic? We have to go back in the past to see how these documents have developed in the course of 
time. 

History of Measurement Process Qualification
When SPC (statistical process control) was introduced into production in the middle of the 90s, this 
new type of control only involved self-inspection performed by operators. Nowadays, self-inspection 
goes without saying. In the time before the introduction of self-inspection, the “quality“ department 
had been responsible for “quality inspections“ – this department was dissolved back then. However, 
companies placed the responsibility for the quality of the produced product characteristics on 
operators.

In order that operators were able to take these measurements, as and when required, immediately, 
they were provided with measuring instruments at SPC or measuring stations close to the respective 
machines. Hardly anybody wondered if the respective measuring instruments were able to carry out 
the measuring task with reasonable accuracy. However, many people involved quickly realized that 
the deviations and variations of measured values were caused by the manufacturing process and 
even by the measurement process. The variation caused by the measurement process often even 
exceeded the variation caused by the manufacturing process. 

At least by now, the time to deal with “qualification of measurement processes“ has come. This 
happened almost simultaneously in many quarters at the end of the 90s. ISO standards, manuals of 
the AIAG (Automotive Industry Action Group) of VDA (German Association of the Automotive Industry) 
and various company guidelines were created. Basically, there are two different approaches depending 
on the procedure and way of thinking.
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Guidelines and GUM
At first, the guidelines of the automotive industry – there was no GUM (Guide to the Expression of 
Uncertainty in Measurement) at that time – focused on capability analysis of measurement systems. 
These guidelines thus provided answers to the question whether the measurement system was 
capable of performing the respective measuring task.

As opposed to these guidelines, standards and VDA guides calculated the extended measurement 
uncertainty according to GUM. This statistic decided whether a measurement process is capable. 

The “Big Three“ – Chrysler, Ford and General Motors – first published the MSA manual (Measurement 
System Analysis) in 1900. With the certification of QM systems according to QS 9000, all suppliers of 
the “Big Three” were obliged to establish capability of their measurement systems according to MSA, 
so this manual quickly gained in importance. This is the reason why the MSA is the most widely used 
document applied in this context.

The MSA was a comprehensive guideline leaving some scope and thus raising some questions. 
Soon afterwards, many companies started to create own guidelines specifying more precisely how to 
perform measurement system capability analyses. These guidelines were based on MSA. The MSA 
manual has been continuously evolving in the course of time due to new insights into this topic. We 
apply the fourth edition of this manual today and the created company guidelines were adapted 
accordingly. The most established document in German-speaking countries is the third edition of 
Bosch booklet 10 “Capability of Measurement and Test Processes“.

From GUM to VDA’s Capability of Measurement Processes
The first standard explaining how to calculate the extended measurement uncertainty was GUM 
published in 1995. On the one hand it was the measure of all things but it was hard to apply in 
production due to highly complex measuring tasks. However, this was not the case in measuring 
rooms. Still today, all calibration laboratories have to evaluate extended measurement uncertainty 
according to GUM for ISO/IEC 17025 accreditation. Laboratories must apply the principles of GUM to 
all units involved in the calibration of measuring instruments.

In 2003, VDA published VDA Volume 5 “Capability of Measurement Processes” on this topic – a 
guideline based on GUM. Today, we already apply the second edition published in 2010. Its contents 
are identical to ISO 22514-7 ”Capability of Measurement Processes“ published in 2014, i.e. VDA 
Volume 5 virtually complies with an ISO standard.

There are further standard available for coordinate measuring machines, e.g. ISO 15530 or VDI/
VDE 2617 Blatt 8. Similar to VDA Volume 5, both of them deal with the calculation of the extended 
measurement uncertainty. What are the main differences between MSA, company guidelines and 
GUM or VDA Volume 5?

Differences between MSA, Company Guidelines and GUM
MSA focuses on the calculation of the GRR-value (gage repeatability and reproducibility) examining 
repeatability (equipment variation) and reproducibility (appraiser variation) of the measurement 
system under real conditions. These aspects are certainly the main influences leading to an increased 
uncertainty in most cases. Company guidelines often refer to the procedure determining the GRR-
value as type-2 study. There are, however, even further influences affecting the measurement result, 
such as calibration uncertainty, deviation from linearity, form deviation, temperature fluctuations or 
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different temperatures of test part and measuring instrument.

MSA does not consider these influences at all or completely 
since the manual assumes that they are negligibly small, at 
least for the examination and calculation of the GRR-value. 
However, this is not always the case. Statistical procedures, 
e.g. t-test, check whether the influences mentioned above 
are really negligible. Most company guidelines closed the 

gap of MSA at least partially since they included type-1 study 
calculating Cg and Cgk values. This procedure at least considers the equipment variation on the 
reference standard, bias and linearity deviations - some further influence quantities independent of 
the respective application. The limit of Cg and Cgk amounts to 
1.33. You only conduct a type-2 study in case the result of your 
type-1 study equals or exceeds this limit. 

As opposed to MSA and company guidelines, VDA Volume 5 
and the standards mentioned above even consider the impacts 
of the single influence quantities and are provided as separate 
numerical values based on the standard uncertainty components. 
These components immediately show how much an influence quantity contributes to the overall 
measurement uncertainty. You may thus take appropriate corrective action.

Capability Indices Are Crucial Factors
In order to decide whether the inspected measurement process is eventually appropriate for the 
respective measuring task, you calculate capability indices and compare them to specified limits. 
The measurement system or measurement process is capable – pursuant to MSA or VDA Volume 5 
– when it does not exceed these limits.

MSA and company guidelines relate the calculated GRR-value to a reference value and thus provide 
a %GRR-value. The tolerance e.g. serves as a reference. VDA Volume 5 takes twice the extended 
measurement uncertainty and sets it in proportion to the tolerance. The obtained value is referred to 
as QMP: Without elaborating on different limits and their meaning any further, I just want to mention 
that neither %GRR nor QMP is allowed to exceed 30%. Otherwise, the measurement system or 
measurement process is not appropriate for the respective measuring task.

Capability Indices Are Crucial Factors
Looking back at the history of measurement process qualification shows that all these documents 
were developed successively and are thus absolutely justified due to their historical origin. Once 
a corporate group applies and promotes a certain guideline and trains its employees, it will take 
considerable effort to make a change and therefore many years will go by until a company publishes 
a new version. You have to purchase the standards/manuals and guidelines published by ISO and 
any association. It is thus comprehensible that editors want to provide their own documents and try 
to develop and improve them continuously.

In the end, there is still one open question. Can you evaluate every single measurement process 
completely based on the documents quoted above? Actually, the answer is no; it depends on the 
complexity of the different measuring tasks. The target of standards and guidelines is to cover as 
many different kinds of applications as possible. To be honest, it would be far too extensive and 

Measurement uncertainty according to MSA

Measurement uncertainty according to 
GUM and VDA 5
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excessive to describe any measurement process available in practice in a single document. The 
resulting complexity of this document would be enormous and would lead nowhere. 

However, these documents are supposed to provide indications and suggestions as to procedures for 
measuring tasks the standard does not treat. Individual guides and corporate process instructions 
have been created in the course of time to cover such special cases. VDA Volume 5.2 “Capability of 
Measurement Processes for the Torque Inspection on Bolted Joints” is just one example. In the near 
future, risk assessment will certainly play a major role in capability analysis. VDI/VDE 2600 Blatt 1 
“Management of Measurement Processes“ already includes this approach.


